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1.	An	Introduction	to	(Deep)	Reinforcement	Learning	

3http://www0.cs.ucl.ac.uk/staff/d.silver/web/Teaching_files/intro_RL.pdf



Supervised	Learning

4http://cs231n.stanford.edu/slides/2017/cs231n_2017_lecture14.pdf



Unsupervised	Learning

5http://cs231n.stanford.edu/slides/2017/cs231n_2017_lecture14.pdf



Reinforcement	Learning

6http://cs231n.stanford.edu/slides/2017/cs231n_2017_lecture14.pdf



Reinforcement	Learning

7https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~mgormley/courses/10601-s17/slides/lecture26-ri.pdf



Reinforcement	Learning	- Example

8http://cs231n.stanford.edu/slides/2017/cs231n_2017_lecture14.pdf



How	can	we	mathematically	formalize	the	RL	problem?
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Markov	Decision	Process	:	MDP	=	

Markov	Assumption:	 𝑃(𝑠$%&|𝑠(,𝑎(, . . . , 𝑠$, 𝑎$) = 𝑃(𝑠$%&|𝑠$,𝑎$)

Reward	Assumption:	 𝑅(𝑠(,𝑎(, . . . , 𝑠$, 𝑎$, 𝑠$%&) = 𝑅(𝑠$, 𝑎$, 𝑠$%&) = 𝑟$%& ∈ 𝑅



How	can	we	mathematically	formalize	the	RL	problem?
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Markov	Decision	Process	:	MDP	=	

Policy:

Goal:													find	policy							that	maximizes	cumulative	discount	rewards:	

𝜋(𝑠, 𝑎) = 𝑃(𝑎$|𝑠$) ∈ [0,1], 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡	𝑖𝑠	𝑎$ ∼ 𝜋(𝑠$,⋅)

max?𝛾$𝑟$
$A(

Follow	a	policy,	sample	trajectories	(or)	path	s0,	a0,	r0,	s1,	a1,	r1,	…

𝜋∗



Value	function

11http://cs231n.stanford.edu/slides/2017/cs231n_2017_lecture14.pdf



https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~mgormley/courses/10601-s17/slides/lecture26-ri.pdf

State	Value	function	:	V
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State	Value	function	:	V
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https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~mgormley/courses/10601-s17/slides/lecture26-ri.pdf

State-Action	Value	function	:	Q
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Relation	between	Q	and	V	functions:
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https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~mgormley/courses/10601-s17/slides/lecture26-ri.pdf

The	optimal	Value	function	and	optimal	Policy

16

Optimal	policy	and	optimal	state-value	function:



The	optimal	Value	function	and	optimal	Policy

17https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~mgormley/courses/10601-s17/slides/lecture26-ri.pdf



The	optimal	Value	function	and	optimal	Policy

18Proof:		Algorithms	for	Reinforcement	Learning,	Szepesvári,	Csaba.



https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~mgormley/courses/10601-s17/slides/lecture26-ri.pdf

Bellman	optimality	equation	for	V*
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https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~mgormley/courses/10601-s17/slides/lecture26-ri.pdf

Bellman	optimality	equation	for	V*
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https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~mgormley/courses/10601-s17/slides/lecture26-ri.pdf

Bellman	optimality	equation	for	Q*
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Solving	for	the	optimal	value	function

22http://cs231n.stanford.edu/slides/2017/cs231n_2017_lecture14.pdf



Solving	for	the	optimal	value	function	:	Q-learning

23http://cs231n.stanford.edu/slides/2017/cs231n_2017_lecture14.pdf

DQN	:	Deep	Q Nework



Solving	for	the	optimal	value	function	:	Q-learning

24http://cs231n.stanford.edu/slides/2017/cs231n_2017_lecture14.pdf



Case	study:	Atari	Game

25Minh	et	al.	NIPS	Workshop	2014:	Nature	2015



Q-network	Architecture

26
Minh	et	al.	NIPS	Workshop	2014:	Nature	2015



Training	Techniques	:	Experience	Replay	

27

Experience	Replay:		store	the	agent’s	experiences	at	each	time-step,	et	=	(st,	at,	rt,	st+1),	
in	a	data	set	Dt={e1,…,et},	pooled	over	many	episodes	into	a	replay	memory,	and	train	
Q	network	on	random	mini-batch	samples	from	this	replay	memory.

Advantages:

Ø Each	step	of	experience	is	potentially	used	in	many	weight	updates,	which	allows	for	
greater	data	efficiency;

Ø Learning	directly	from	consecutive	samples	is	inefficient,	owing	to	the	strong	
correlations	between	the	samples,	randomizing	the	samples	breaks	these	correlations	
and	therefore	reduces	the	variance	of	the	updates.



Training	Techniques	:	target	Q	network

28

Use	a	separate	network	for	generating	the	targets	y in	the	Q-learning	updates.	More	
precisely,	every	C	updates,	clone	the	network	Q	to	obtain	a	target	network	Q’,	and	use	Q’	
for	generating	the	Q-learning	targets	y	for	the	following	C	updates.

Advantages:
Generating	the	targets	using	an	older	set	of	parameters	adds	a	delay between	the	time	
an	update	to	Q	is	made	and	time	the	update	affects	 the	targets	y,	making	divergence	or	
oscillations	much	more	unlikely.



Human-level	control	 through	deep	 reinforcement	learning,	Nature,	2015

Putting	it	together:	Deep	Q-Learning	with	Experience	Replay
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Human-level	control	 through	deep	 reinforcement	learning,	Nature,	2015

Putting	it	together:	Deep	Q-Learning	with	Experience	Replay

30

Initialize	replay	memory,	Q-network	



Human-level	control	 through	deep	 reinforcement	learning,	Nature,	2015

Putting	it	together:	Deep	Q-Learning	with	Experience	Replay
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For	each	timestep t	of	the	game	



Human-level	control	 through	deep	 reinforcement	learning,	Nature,	2015

Putting	it	together:	Deep	Q-Learning	with	Experience	Replay

32

With	small	probability,	
select	a	random	action	
(explore),	otherwise	select
greedy	action	from	current	policy



Human-level	control	 through	deep	 reinforcement	learning,	Nature,	2015

Putting	it	together:	Deep	Q-Learning	with	Experience	Replay
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Take	the	action	(at),	and	
observe	the	reward	rt and	
next	state	st+1



Human-level	control	 through	deep	 reinforcement	learning,	Nature,	2015

Putting	it	together:	Deep	Q-Learning	with	Experience	Replay

34

Store	transition	in	
replay	memory



Human-level	control	 through	deep	 reinforcement	learning,	Nature,	2015

Putting	it	together:	Deep	Q-Learning	with	Experience	Replay

35

Experience	replay:	sample
a	random	minibatch of
transitions	from	replay	
memory	and	perform
a	gradient	descent	step



Human-level	control	 through	deep	 reinforcement	learning,	Nature,	2015

Putting	it	together:	Deep	Q-Learning	with	Experience	Replay
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Every	C	steps,	clone	the	current	
Q	network	to	obtain	a	target	Q	network



Using	DQN	to	play	Atari	Games
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V1eYniJ0Rnk

https://deepmind.com/blog/deep-reinforcement-learning/



Two	main	methods	of	Reinforcement	Learning

38

ØValue	based:	Q-Learning

Ø Policy	based:	Policy	Gradient	



Solving	for	the	optimal	policy:	Policy	Gradient

39

What’s	the	problem	with	Q-learning?
The	Q-function	can	be	very	complicated!	

For	example:	a	robot	grasping	an	object	has	a	very	high-dimensional	state	=>hard	
to	learn	exact	value	of	every	(state,	action)	pair.

Can	we	learn	a	policy	directly,	e.g.	find	the	best	policy	from	a	collection	of	polies?

But	the	policy	can	be	much	simpler:	just	close	your	hand	



Solving	for	the	optimal	policy:		Policy	Gradient

40

Gradient	ascent	on	policy	parameters!

http://cs231n.stanford.edu/slides/2017/cs231n_2017_lecture14.pdf



Solving	for	the	optimal	policy:		Policy	Gradient

41http://cs231n.stanford.edu/slides/2017/cs231n_2017_lecture14.pdf



Variance	Reduction

42http://cs231n.stanford.edu/slides/2017/cs231n_2017_lecture14.pdf



How	to	choose	the	baseline?

43http://cs231n.stanford.edu/slides/2017/cs231n_2017_lecture14.pdf



Actor-Critic	Algorithm

44http://cs231n.stanford.edu/slides/2017/cs231n_2017_lecture14.pdf



Actor-Critic	Algorithm

45http://cs231n.stanford.edu/slides/2017/cs231n_2017_lecture14.pdf



2.	How	to	combine	NE	and	RL	to	solve	combinatorial	
optimization	problems	on	graphs	

46

Q1:	What	is	a	combinatorial	optimization	problem?
A1:	It	is	a	topic	that	consists	of	finding	an	optimal	objects	from	a	finite	set	of	objects.

Q2:	What	is	a	combinatorial	optimization	problem	on	graph?
A2:	Objects	refer	to	the	nodes	or	edges,	such	as	MVC	(minimum	vertex	cover),	MAXCUT,,	etc..

Q3:	What	are	the	traditional	methods	for	graph	combinatorial	optimization	problem?
A3:	Traditional	methods	include	three	types:
Ø Exact	algorithm
Ø Approximate	algorithm
Ø Heuristic	algorithm	

Q4:	Why	the	new	algorithm?
A4:	All	three	paradigms	seldom	exploit	a	common	trait	of	real-world	optimization	problems:	instances	of	
the	same	type	of	problem	are	solved	again	and	again	on	a	regular	basis,	maintaining	the	same	
combinatorial	structure,	but	differing	mainly	in	their	data.	This	algorithm	aims	to	provide	a	general	
framework	for	these	problems.	



https://www.cc.gatech.edu/~hdai8/

A motivational example
• Minimum	Vertex	Cover
• Find	smallest	vertex	subset	S	s.t. each	edge	has	at	least	one	end	in	S

47Models	advertising	optimization	in	social	networks



https://www.cc.gatech.edu/~hdai8/

A motivational example
• Minimum	Vertex	Cover
• Find	smallest	vertex	subset	S	s.t. each	edge	has	at	least	one	end	in	S

48Models	advertising	optimization	in	social	networks



https://www.cc.gatech.edu/~hdai8/

Proposal:	Learning	Greedy	Algorithms
• Minimum	Vertex	Cover
• 2-approx:	

greedily	pick	the	uncovered	edge	with	maximum	sum	of	degrees	of	its	endpoints	and	
cover	its	two	connected	nodes

49

Goal: construct a
solution by sequentially
adding nodes to a partial
solution S, based on
maximizing some
evaluation function Q,
which measures the
quality of a node.



Problem	Statement

Minimum Vertex Cover Maximum Cut Traveling Salesman Prob.
Insert nodes into cover Insert nodes into subset Insert nodes into sub-tour

50

Given a graph optimization problem 𝑮
and a distribution 𝓓 of problem instances, 
can we learn better greedy heuristics that 

generalize to unseen instances from 𝒟?

https://www.cc.gatech.edu/~hdai8/

Learning	combinatorial	optimization	algorithms	over	graphs,	Hanjun Dai,	et	al.	NIPS	2017



https://www.cc.gatech.edu/~hdai8/

Challenge	#1:	How	to	Learn
Possible	approach:	Supervised	learning
• Given	a	partial	solution,	predict	next	vertex to	add	to	solution
• Data:	collect	(partial	solution,	next	vertex)	pairs

features label
• Task:	multi-class	classification
• Pointer	Network[Vinyals,	et	al.,	NIPS	2015]:	a	smarter	approach	with	recurrent	
neural	networks

51

PROBLEM
Need to compute good/optimal solutions 
to NP-Hard problems in order to learn!!



[Minh,	et	al.	Nature	2015]

Greedy	policy:	
𝑖∗ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥I	𝑄K(𝑆, 𝑖)

• State	𝑺:	current	screen

• Reward	𝑹(𝒕):	score	you	earned	at	current	step

• Action	value	function	𝑸Q(𝑺, 𝒊):	
your	predicted	future	total	rewards

• Action	𝒊:	move	your	board	left	/	right

• Policy	𝝅(𝒔):	How	to	choose	your	action

Recall: Reinforcement Learning Background

https://www.cc.gatech.edu/~hdai8/



Reinforcement	Learning	Formulation

53

min
WX∈ (,&

	?𝑥I
I∈𝓥

𝑠. 𝑡. 𝑥I + 𝑥[ ≥ 1, ∀ 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝓔

Repeat	until	all	edges	
covered:	

1. Compute	score	for	each	
vertex

2. Select	vertex	with
largest	score

3. Add	best	vertex	to	cover

Reward:	𝑟$ = −1

State 𝑆:	current	selected	nodes

Action value	function:	𝑸Q(𝑺,𝒗)

Greedy	policy:	
𝑣∗ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥c	𝑄K(𝑆, 𝑣)

Update	state	𝑆

Minimum 
Vertex 
Cover

SOLUTION
Improve policy by learning from 

experience => no need to compute optima

https://www.cc.gatech.edu/~hdai8/



https://www.cc.gatech.edu/~hdai8/

Reinforcement	Learning	Algorithm

54

that at step t+ n, the tuple (St, at, Rt,t+n, St+n) is added to E, with Rt,t+n =

Pn�1
i=0 r(St+i, at+i).

Instead of performing a gradient step in the loss of the current sample as in (6), stochastic gradient
descent updates are performed on a random sample of tuples drawn from E.
It is known that off-policy reinforcement learning algorithms such as Q-learning can be more sample
efficient than their policy gradient counterparts [9]. This is largely due to the fact that policy gradient
methods require on-policy samples for the new policy obtained after each parameter update of the
function approximator.

5 Experimental Evaluation

Algorithm 1 Q-learning for the Greedy Algorithm
1: Initialize experience replay memory M to capacity N
2: for episode e = 1 to L do
3: Draw graph G from distribution D
4: Initialize the state to empty S1 = ()

5: for step t = 1 to T do

6: vt =

⇢
random node v 2 St, w.p. ✏
argmaxv2St

bQ(h(St), v;⇥), otherwise
7: Add vt to partial solution: St+1 :

= (St, vt)
8: if t � n then
9: Add tuple (St�n, vt�n, Rt�n,t, St) to M

10: Sample random batch from B
iid.⇠ M

11: Update ⇥ by SGD over (6) for B
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for
15: return ⇥

Instance generation. To evaluate the proposed method against other approximation/heuristic algo-
rithms and deep learning approaches, we generate graph instances for each of the three problems.
For the MVC and MAXCUT problems, we generate Erdős-Renyi (ER) [10] and Barabasi-Albert
(BA) [11] graphs which have been used to model many real-world networks. For a given range on the
number of nodes, e.g. 50-100, we first sample the number of nodes uniformly at random from that
range, then generate a graph according to either ER or BA. For the two-dimensional TSP problem,
we use an instance generator from the DIMACS TSP Challenge [12] to generate uniformly random
points in the 2-D grid, or clustered points in the 2-D grid. We refer the reader to the Appendix D.1 for
complete details on instance generation. We have also tackled the Set Covering Problem, for which the
description and results are deferred to Appendix B.
Structure2Vec Deep Q-learning. For our method, S2V-DQN, we use the graph representations and
hyperparameters described in Appendix D.4. The hyperparameters are selected via preliminary results
on small graphs, and then fixed for large ones. Note that for TSP, where the graph is fully-connected,
we build the K-nearest neighbor graph (K = 10) to scale up to large graphs. For MVC, where we train
the model on graphs with up to 500 nodes, we use the model trained on small graphs as initialization
for training on larger ones. We refer to this trick as ‘pre-training’, which is illustrated in Figure D.2.
Pointer Networks with Actor-Critic. We compare our method to an RNN-based method which does
not make full use of graph structure [3]. We implement and train their algorithm (PN-AC) for all
three problems. The original model only works on the Euclidian TSP problem, where each node is
represented by its (x, y) coordinates, and is not designed for problems with graph structure. To handle
other graph problems, we describe each node by its adjacency vector instead of coordinates. To handle
different graph sizes, we use a singular value decomposition (SVD) to obtain a rank-8 approximation
for the adjacency matrix, and use the low-rank embeddings as inputs to the pointer network.
Baseline Algorithms. Besides the PN-AC, we also include powerful approximation or heuristic
algorithms from the literature. These algorithms are specifically designed for each type of problem:

• MVC: MVCApprox iteratively selects an uncovered edge and adds both of its endpoints [13]. We
designed a stronger variant, called MVCApprox-Greedy, that greedily picks the uncovered edge with
maximum sum of degrees of its endpoints. Both algorithms exhibit a 2-approximation guarantee.

• MAXCUT: We include MaxcutApprox, which maintains the cut set (S, V \ S) and moves a node
from one side to the other side of the cut if that operation results in cut weight improvement [14].

6

Sample graph instance

Update state

Optimize model parameters

𝚯:	model	parameters
Depend	on	features

4 Training: Q-learning
We show how reinforcement learning is a natural framework for learning the evaluation function
bQ. The definition of the evaluation function bQ naturally lends itself to a reinforcement learning (RL)
formulation [6], and we will use bQ as a model for the state-value function in RL. We note that we
would like to learn a function bQ across a set of m graphs from distribution D, D = {Gi}mi=1, with
potentially different sizes. The advantage of the graph embedding parameterization in our previous
section is that we can deal with different graph instances and sizes in a unified way.

4.1 Reinforcement learning formulation
We will set up the states, actions and rewards in the reinforcement learning framework as follows:
1. States: a state S is a sequence of actions (nodes) on a graph G. Since we have already represented

nodes in the tagged graph with their embeddings, the state is a vector in p-dimensional space,P
v2V µv. It is easy to see that this embedding representation of the state can be used across

different graphs. The terminal state bS will depend on the problem at hand;
2. Transition: transition is deterministic here, and corresponds to tagging the node v 2 G that was

selected as the last action with feature xv = 1;
3. Actions: an action v is a node of G that is not part of the current state S. Similarly, we will

represent actions as their corresponding p-dimensional node embedding µv, and such a definition
is applicable across graphs of various sizes;

4. Rewards: the reward function r(S, v) at state S is defined as the change in the cost function after
taking action v and transitioning to a new state S0

:

= (S, v). That is,
r(S, v) = c(h(S0

), G)� c(h(S), G), (5)

and c(h(;), G) = 0. As such, the cumulative reward R of a terminal state bS coincides exactly with
the objective function value of the bS, i.e. R(

bS) =
P|bS|

i=1 r(Si, vi) is equal to c(h(bS), G);
5. Policy: based on bQ, a deterministic greedy policy ⇡(v|S) := argmaxv02S

bQ(h(S), v0) will be
used. Selecting action v corresponds to adding a node of G to the current partial solution, which
results in collecting a reward r(S, v).

Table 1 shows the instantiations of the reinforcement learning framework for the three optimization
problems considered herein. We let Q⇤ denote the optimal Q-function for each RL problem. Our graph
embedding parameterization bQ(h(S), v;⇥) from last section will then be a function approximation
model for it, which will be learned via n-step Q-learning.
Table 1: Definition of reinforcement learning components for each of the three problems considered.

Problem State Action Helper function Reward Termination
MVC subset of nodes selected so far add node to subset None -1 all edges are covered
MAXCUT subset of nodes selected so far add node to subset None change in cut weight cut weight cannot be improved
TSP partial tour grow tour by one node Insertion operation change in tour cost tour includes all nodes

4.2 Learning algorithm
In order to perform end-to-end learning of the parameters in bQ(h(S), v;⇥), we use a combination
of n-step Q-learning [6] and fitted Q-iteration [7], as illustrated in Algorithm 1. We use the term
episode to refer to a complete sequence of node additions starting from an empty solution, and until
termination; a step within an episode is a single action (node addition).
Standard (1-step) Q-learning updates the function approximator’s parameters at each step of an
episode by performing a gradient step to minimize the squared loss:

(y � bQ(h(St), vt;⇥))

2, (6)

where y = �maxv0 bQ(h(St+1), v
0
;⇥) + r(St, vt) for a non-terminal state St. The n-step Q-learning

helps deal with the issue of delayed rewards, where the final reward of interest to the agent is only
received far in the future during an episode. In our setting, the final objective value of a solution is only
revealed after many node additions. As such, the 1-step update may be too myopic. A natural extension
of 1-step Q-learning is to wait n steps before updating the approximator’s parameters, so as to collect a
more accurate estimate of the future rewards. Formally, the update is over the same squared loss (6), but
with a different target, y =

Pn�1
i=0 r(St+i, vt+i) + �maxv0 bQ(h(St+n), v

0
;⇥). The fitted Q-iteration

approach has been shown to result in faster learning convergence when using a neural network as
a function approximator [7, 8], a property that also applies in our setting. Instead of updating the
Q-function sample-by-sample as in Equation (6), the fitted Q-iteration approach uses experience
replay to update the function approximator with a batch of samples from a dataset E, rather than the
single sample being currently experienced. The dataset E is populated during previous episodes, such
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revealed after many node additions. As such, the 1-step update may be too myopic. A natural extension
of 1-step Q-learning is to wait n steps before updating the approximator’s parameters, so as to collect a
more accurate estimate of the future rewards. Formally, the update is over the same squared loss (6), but
with a different target, y =

Pn�1
i=0 r(St+i, vt+i) + �maxv0 bQ(h(St+n), v

0
;⇥). The fitted Q-iteration

approach has been shown to result in faster learning convergence when using a neural network as
a function approximator [7, 8], a property that also applies in our setting. Instead of updating the
Q-function sample-by-sample as in Equation (6), the fitted Q-iteration approach uses experience
replay to update the function approximator with a batch of samples from a dataset E, rather than the
single sample being currently experienced. The dataset E is populated during previous episodes, such
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Challenge	#2:	How	to	Represent
• Representation	of	𝒗
• A	feature	vector	that	describes	𝑣 in	state	𝑆$

• Representation	of	𝑆$
• A	feature	vector	that	describes	state	𝑆$

Possible	approach:	Feature	engineering
• Degree,	2-hop	neighborhood	size,	other	centrality	measures…
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PROBLEMS
1- Task-specific engineering needed
2- Hard to tell what is a good feature
3- Difficult to generalize across diff. graph sizes
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degree distribution, triangle counts, distance to tagged nodes, etc. In order to represent such complex
phenomena over combinatorial structures, we will leverage a deep learning architecture over graphs,
in particular the structure2vec of [5], to parameterize bQ(h(S), v;⇥).

3.1 Structure2Vec

We first provide an introduction to structure2vec. This graph embedding network will compute
a p-dimensional feature embedding µv for each node v 2 V , given the current partial solution S. More
specifically, structure2vec defines the network architecture recursively according to an input
graph structure G, and the computation graph of structure2vec is inspired by graphical model
inference algorithms, where node-specific tags or features xv are aggregated recursively according
to G’s graph topology. After a few step of recursion, the network will produce a new embedding for
each node, taking into account both graph characteristics and long-range interactions between these
node features. One variant of the structure2vec architecture will initialize the embedding µ

(0)
v

at each node as 0, and for all v 2 V update the embeddings synchronously at each iteration as

µ(t+1)
v  F

⇣
xv, {µ(t)

u }u2N (v), {w(v, u)}u2N (v) ;⇥

⌘
, (2)

where N (v) is the set of neighbors of node v in graph G, and F is a generic nonlinear mapping such
as a neural network or kernel function.
Based on the update formula, one can see that the embedding update process is carried out based on
the graph topology. A new round of embedding sweeping across the nodes will start only after the
embedding update for all nodes from the previous round has finished. It is easy to see that the update
also defines a process where the node features xv are propagated to other nodes via the nonlinear
propagation function F . Furthermore, the more update iterations one carries out, the farther away
the node features will propagate and get aggregated nonlinearly at distant nodes. In the end, if one
terminates after T iterations, each node embedding µ

(T )
v will contain information about its T -hop

neighborhood as determined by graph topology, the involved node features and the propagation
functino F . An illustration of 2 iterations of graph embedding can be found in Figure 1.

3.2 Parameterizing bQ(h(S), v;⇥)

We now discuss the parameterization of bQ(h(S), v;⇥) using the embeddings fromstructure2vec.
In particular, we design F to update a p-dimensional embedding µv as

µ(t+1)
v  relu

�
✓1xv + ✓2

X
u2N (v)

µ(t)
u + ✓3

X
u2N (v)

relu(✓4 w(v, u))
�
, (3)

where ✓1 2 Rp, ✓2, ✓3 2 Rp⇥p and ✓4 2 Rp are the model parameters, and relu is the rectified
linear unit(relu(z) = z if z > 0 and 0 otherwise) applied elementwise to its input. The summation
over neighbors is one way of aggregating neighborhood information invariant to the permutation of
neighbor ordering. For simplicity of exposition, xv here is a binary scalar as described earlier; it is
straightforward to extend xv to a vector representation by incorporating useful node information. To
make the nonlinear transformations more powerful, we can add some more layers of relu before we
pool over the neighboring embeddings µu.
Once the embedding for each node is computed after T iterations, we will use these embeddings to
define the bQ(h(S), v;⇥) function. More specifically, we will use the embeddingµ(T )

v for node v and the
pooled embedding over the entire graph,

P
u2V µ

(T )
u , as the surrogates for v and h(S), respectively, i.e.

bQ(h(S), v;⇥) = ✓>5 relu([✓6
X

u2V
µ(T )
u , ✓7 µ

(T )
v ]) (4)

where ✓5 2 R2p, ✓6, ✓7 2 Rp⇥p and [·, ·] is the concatenation operator. Since the embedding µ
(T )
u

is computed based on the parameters from the graph embedding network, bQ(h(S), v) will depend
on a collection of 7 parameters ⇥ = {✓i}7i=1. The number of iterations T for the graph embedding
computation is usually small, such as T = 4.
The parameters ⇥ will be learned. Previously, [5] required a ground truth label for every input graph
G in order to train the structure2vec architecture. There, the output of the embedding is linked
with a softmax-layer, so that the parameters can by trained end-to-end by minimizing the cross-entropy
loss. This approach is not applicable to our case due to the lack of training labels. Instead, we train
these parameters together end-to-end using reinforcement learning.
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[Dai,	et	al.,	ICML	2016]
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to G’s graph topology. After a few step of recursion, the network will produce a new embedding for
each node, taking into account both graph characteristics and long-range interactions between these
node features. One variant of the structure2vec architecture will initialize the embedding µ
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[Dai,	et	al.,	ICML	2016]
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Minimum Vertex
Cover (MVC)

Maximum Cut 
(MAXCUT)

Traveling Salesman 
Problem (TSP)

Graph types Erdos-Renyi (ER) or 
Barabasi-Albert (BA)

ER or BA DIMACS generator; 
uniform grid or 
clustered

Solvers ILP with CPLEX IQP with CPLEX Concorde

• Feature	embedding	size:	64
• Embedding	iterations	𝑇:	3	to	5
• Full	details	in	paper

https://www.cc.gatech.edu/~hdai8/



Results:	Solution	Quality	[MVC	- BA]
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approximation	ratio	≈ 1

Near optimal, barely visible.
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Results:	Solution	Quality	[MAXCUT	- BA]
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Results:	Solution	Quality	[TSP	- clustered]
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Results:	Realistic	Instances
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Network Nodes Edges Weighted

MemeTracker 960 5000 No

Physics 125 375 {-1,	0,	1}

TSPLIB 51-318 \ \
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Figure D.7: Step-by-step comparison between our S2V-DQN and two greedy heuristics. We can see
our algorithm will also favor the large degree nodes, but it will also do something smartly: instead of
breaking the graph into several disjoint components, our algorithm will try the best to keep the graph
connected.
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Generalization	to	large	instances

Learning	graph	opt:	quantitative	comparison

• Train	on	small	graphs	with	
50-100	nodes

• Generalize	to	not	only	graphs	
from	same	distribution

• But	also	larger	graphs	

• Approximation	ratio	<	1.007

https://www.cc.gatech.edu/~hdai8/



Conclusion

• A	learning	framework	that	exploits	graph	structure
• Applies	directly	to	many	graph	optimization	problems
• Promising	tool	for	automated	algorithm	design

NIPS	paper:	https://papers.nips.cc/paper/7214-learning-combinatorial-
optimization-algorithms-over-graphs.pdf		
Code:	https://github.com/Hanjun-Dai/graph_comb_opt
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